Abstract-Methods of tropical (idempotent) mathematics are applied to the solution of minimax location problems under constraints on the feasible location region. A tropical optimization problem is first considered, formulated in terms of a general semifield with idempotent addition. To solve the optimization problem, a parameter is introduced to represent the minimum value of the objective function, and then the problem is reduced to a parametrized system of inequalities. The parameter is evaluated using existence conditions for solutions of the system, whereas the solutions of the system for the obtained value of the parameter are taken as the solutions of the initial optimization problem. Then, a minimax location problem is formulated to locate a single facility on a line segment in the plane with a rectilinear metric. When no constraints are imposed, this problem, which is also known as the Rawls problem or the messenger boy problem, has known geometric and algebraic solutions. For the location problems, where the location region is restricted to a line segment, a new solution is obtained, based on the representation of the problems in the form of the tropical optimization problem considered above. Explicit solutions of the problems for various positions of the line are given both in terms of tropical mathematics and in the standard form.
1. INTRODUCTION Models and methods of tropical (idempotent) mathematics studying the theory of semirings with the idempotent addition and its applications (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ) are applied in various technical, economic, and control problems as well as in other areas. Such applications frequently lead to optimization problems posed and solved in terms of tropical mathematics (tropical optimization problems). A brief review of such optimization problems can be found, e.g., in [10] .
Methods of tropical optimization are successfully applied to solve various location problems (see [2, [11] [12] [13] ), including the minimax problem to place a single object on a plane with the rectangular metric. The specified problem called the Rawls problem (messenger boy problem) has a known geometric solution (see [14, 15] ) provided that no restrictions are imposed on the admissible placement domain. In [12, 13] , an explicit algebraic solution of this problem in a closed form is obtained; to achieve that, we represent the specified problem as a tropical optimization problem.
In the present paper, the minimax placement problem for planes with rectangular metrics is investigated under the assumption that the admissible placement domain is a segment of an arbitrary line. First, we consider a constrained tropical optimization problem such that its direct explicit solution exists. We apply the following approach developed in [10, 16] : the solution of the original problem is changed for the solution of a parametrized system of inequalities. Then we pose a location problem reduced to the problem of tropical optimization, considered above. We provide explicit solutions of location problems expressed both in terms of the tropical mathematics and in the standard form.
ELEMENTS OF IDEMPOTENT ALGEBRAS
Consider a number set X such that an addition operation ⊕ and a multiplication operation ⊗ are defined on X. By 〈X, , , ⊕, ⊗〉 denote the commutative semiring with zero and unity , defined on X by means of these operations. The addition is assumed to be idempotent (i.e., for any number x ∈ X,
, while the multiplication is assumed to be invertible (i.e., for any x ≠ there exists an inverse element x −1 such that x ⊗ x -1 = x). Since 〈X\{ }, , ⊗〉 forms a commutative group with respect to the multiplication, the described structure 〈X, , , ⊕, ⊗〉 is called an idempotent semifield.
Powers with integer exponents are introduced in the standard way: for any nonzero integer x ∈ X and any positive integer n, define x 0 = ,
, and = . It is assumed that the raising to an integer power can be extended to any arbitrary exponent provided that the number x is different from zero. In particular, for n = 0, we assign x 1/n = for any x < .
In the sequel, the multiplication sign ⊗ is omitted in algebraic expressions (as usual). Since the addition is idempotent, the partial order relation ≤ can be defined as follows: x ≤ y if and only if x ⊕ y = y. This definition implies the inequalities x ≤ x ⊕ y and y ≤ x ⊕ y, as well as the equivalence of the inequality x ⊕ y ≤ z and the system of the inequalities x ≤ z and y ≤ z for all x, y, z, ∈ X. Also, it is easy to verify the monotonicity property for the addition and multiplication operations; according to those properties, if x ≤ y, then the inequalities x ⊕ z ≤ y ⊕ z and xz ≤ yz are valid for any z. Finally, for any x, y ≠ , the inequality x ≤ y implies the inequality x -1 ≥ y -1
. In the sequel, we additionally assume that the introduced partial order is linear.
Examples of algebraic structures of the considered type are idempotent semifields of real numbers:
where ℝ is the set of real numbers and ℝ + = . For the semifield ℝ max, + , the zero element is -∞, while the unit element is the arithmetic zero. In this semifield, to any number x ∈ ℝ, one can put in correspondence an inverse element x -1 which coincides with the opposite number −x in the standard algebra. For any number pair x, y ∈ ℝ, one can define the power x y whose value is equal to the arithmetic product xy. The order generated by the idempotent addition operation coincides with the standard linear order on the set ℝ.
CONSTRAINED TROPICAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this section, we consider a tropical optimization problem posed in terms of a general idempotent semifield such that its explicit analytic solution can be found. First, we introduce a parameter to denote the minimum of the objective function; then the problem is reduced to a parametrized system of inequalities. The existence conditions for solutions of the system are used to find the value of the parameter, while all solutions of the system under the found value of the parameter are taken as solutions of the original optimization problem. Let numbers a, b, c, d , f, g ∈ X and a real number k be given. The task is to find nonzero solutions t ∈ X of the problem 
